*BOOK LAUNCH*

MERCY RULE
by Tom Leveen

Weds., Feb. 21, 2018
3:30-4:15 p.m.

Books go on sale at 3 p.m.

Memorial Union (MU)
Union Stage (room 085)
Arizona State University, Tempe campus

Author Tom Leveen, an ASU graduate (family and human development, ’15), spins a story of several high school students on the brink, and a school that can’t (or won’t) see the daily stressors they endure…or grasp the potential consequences of that ignorance.

Do you see me? Will you see me? Because if you won’t . . . I’ll make you.

Author Tom Leveen will speak and afterward will sign books.

Hosted by the Department of English at ASU, in cooperation with Changing Hands Bookstore. Information: James.Blasingame@asu.edu

Listen: ASU professor Jim Blasingame talks with KJZZ’s Mark Brodie about "Young Adult Authors Taking On School Shootings" (9/6/16).